
   FIRE BY NIGHT
   

 "Reflections Upon Reflections" [of The Father's Heart] 

         ...."You, in Your great compassion, did not forsake them in the wilderness; The pillar of
cloud did not leave them by day, to guide them on their way, or the pillar of fire by night, to light
for them the way in which they were to go".... Nehemiah 9:19 NASB

                                                            February 22nd

                TIME IS NOT THE FACTOR - FAITH IS THE FACTOR!
                                                                                                                                       
   
Words of prophecy:

* There is NEVER any "hurry" [haste] in the Kingdom. For "everything" has
a proper time and ordering - according to My highest purpose, in any given
moment.

"hurry" - to move, proceed, or act with haste [in this case, presumptuously where
God's Will is concerned]; to impel or perform with "undue" haste;

"haste" - unnecessarily quick action; thoughtless, rash, or undue speed: 

...."But seek [aim at and strive after] first of all His kingdom and His
righteousness [His way of doing and being right]".... Matthew 6:33 The Amplified
Translation 

...."Be still, and know that I [am] God".... Psalms 46:10 NASB

The exercising of an absolute faith [love, trust and patience] eliminates
"time" as a factor in the perfect unfolding of the Father's highest Will and purpose
- for us - both individually and corporately. Always remember:  time is not THE
factor [in the carrying out of the Father's highest Will and purpose] - faith [and
the obedience which is its spontaneous and ongoing fruit] is THE factor!



"factor" - one of the elements contributing to a particular result or situation;

...."Since we consider and look not to the things that are seen but to the
things that are unseen; for the things that are visible are temporal (brief and
fleeting), but the things that are invisible are deathless and everlasting".... 2
Corinthians 4:18 The Amplified Translation 

...."And we desire that each one of you show the same diligence so as to
realize the full assurance of hope until the end, so that you will not be sluggish,
but imitators of those who through faith and patience inherit the promises"....
Hebrews 6:11-12 NASB 

Prayer of Proclamation:

Father, we thank You and praise You that You empower us to walk in the
place of faith - a place that takes us out beyond time and space and into the
spiritual reality of all that You are and all that You purpose.  Because of these
things, we proclaim not only that we are a "supernatural" [empowered] people but
that we are a people through whom you are able to do the "greater works" that
Jesus mentioned - right through to the end of the age. We declare ALL of these
things DONE, Father - and we give You all praise and honour and Glory, in Jesus'
Name. Amen.


